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As noted in our last update, Ri and I had had enough (or was it not enough) of….. something….I think.
Anyway, we have left our old existence and are now mobile, on the road, getting away, en route to….
somewhere ….or circling aimlessly, not quite sure.
First, a recap of breaking free, upping anchor, jettisoning ballast, shedding all our baggage. In our case
we didn’t just pile all our stuff up in the yard, strike a match and dance howling around it while our
past vanished as embers rising into a night sky. No, we decided to keep all our stuff - for a rainy day,
just in case - to save it for some unknown future, although we did find ourselves playing with matches
several times as the overwhelming task of sorting, organizing and packing got the better of us.
The sorting only became difficult with men’s clothes as all three of us boyz wear the same sizes. But it
was nonetheless a huge endeavor as it seemed we worked for the first few weeks and only got the
closets emptied! The flip side of course was, since I never throw a box or bubble wrap away, we had
plenty of packing materials.
Gradually, out of utter chaos,
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came exquisite order. Boxes labeled and taped, and piled up smartly according to content’s function.

We lost Ri for a few days but finally found her buried three boxes deep. Apparently she had been
swept up when all the kitchen stuff got boxed. She’s such a tiny thing.

She wasn’t angry – she had actually enjoyed the time to herself. She hates packing.
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Once we had things mostly boxed, we ordered up a cavernous truck

and proceeded to jam everything we could into it.
My job was easy - I used my giant brain to figure out the loading sequence, Arri got some of his burly
buddies to hump the heavier-than-osmium filing cabinets in first, which I knew Ri couldn’t handle by
herself,
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then, once those dreadful things were arranged to distribute their obscene weight,

I sat back in the shade
on a lawn chair sipping
iced drinks and directed
Ri as she loaded the
truck while modeling
her fall collection of
swimsuits.
I took pix and
periodically barked
things like “Hey, be
careful with that!”, or
“When’s lunch?”
Ri found it a little tricky
negotiating the ramp in
her high heels and she
grumbled a bit (did I
mention she hates
packing?), but she
managed. I bought her a
nice new yellow hand
truck for the job, which
she appreciated.
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Loading the truck was a tricky process of cubic closest packing, nailing 2x4 plates down on the floor
so stuff didn’t slide around, strapping it up high so it didn’t tilt/shift, and actually fitting the important
portions of all our categories of crap, leaving the not so important things as possible “if they fit” items.

Fuller

and fuller
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and fuller

till we could fit no more.

Then, we waved goodbye to the truck

which in theory is parked somewhere safe and ready for us to summon magically to Bangor, or
Bangkok, or the outer reaches of some distant galaxy, should we survive whatever trip we are currently
on. Ri’s plants went off to friends who agreed to care for them And what wouldn’t fit, like beds and
weight training sets and extra cars, we sold on craigslist.
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Of course, we have a lot of s**t going on, so we still had all this stuff left over – an entire “office,” for
example, all our “current” projects, bills and mail which kept pouring in, and all our camping gear.

After all the packing was done and the house was finally empty

and we had physically left Montecito, Ri gasped that she had lost her wedding rings! Rings plural
because she wears both of ours, me having grown too large to wear my ring a long while ago. We
looked through everything which hadn’t shipped out. Not there. Oh dear. The price of moving.
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As a final resort, we went
back to 1165 Summit,
now standing sullen and
empty, and checked the
as-yet-unpicked-up trash
cans. We lost hope until,
in the very last can, at the
very bottom, mixed in
with the broken pottery
and coffee grounds, were
our precious wedding
rings. Could we have
lived without these rings?
Of course we could, and
we had already made our
peace, but when we found
them, we clutched them
close. Some things have
special meaning.
The Khasis have a saying “Gold is never lost.” I guess it’s true.
During the packing process we had fevered dreams of wandering endlessly through a world of too
many things looking for our stuff amongst all the clutter.
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We also found a swell place for Arri who is now in a super quiet little condo on the Mesa, overlooking
a forested area where coyotes roam and howl, near enough to the ocean to enjoy the cooling effects of
the fog bank and to hear the pounding surf at night. After we got him all moved in he hung a sign on
the door which read “No Parents Allowed.”

Our next task was to decide where we would go, unburdened as we finally were of (most of our)
physical stuff, but nonetheless in atrophied moods and mindsets frozen by almost four years of
numbing tragicomedic stress and drama. We broke out a map and noticed some appropriately named
places like Funeral Mountains, Badwater, Coffin Creek, Jackass Canyon, The Devil’s Golf Course, all
concentrated in the delightfully named Death Valley. “Death Valley” – what a great name. It rolled
off our tongues. Perfect, the most physically depressed place on the continent to start our journey.
Then the adventure began.
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We couldn’t just plunge
right in to that deep and
awful hole though.
Rather, we approached
it warily and camped a
safe distance away, at
8,100 foot elevation in
the Panamint Range at a
place called Mahogany
Flats. We had a direct
view down into that
dreadful depression and
we could see Badwater,
the lowest point, from
our tent’s front door and
we contemplated it from
afar.

“That’s depression down there” we said, and we are way up here in this delightful pine forest with
comfortable temperatures, and we will visit that depression down there when we are ready. We hiked
around the edges of that awful depression, contemplating it from our lofty position amidst flowering
plants and cool air, camped in our comfy pine forest

We watched the light move across the land each day and noted how Depression couldn’t hide - every
day that deep valley eventually flooded with the brilliant light of day.
Below, sunrise over Death Valley reflected in sap dripping from the pines.

And then, finally we were ready to descend.
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It’s a long way down, and on our way to Depression we visited the town of Despair, to look at houses.
They are cheap there. Abandoned and dilapidated, they bake mournfully in a waterless hell
surrounded by mountains impossible to climb. The braying of jackasses echoed in the valleys above
us, mocking us, as we sat in a roofless hovel that had our name on it above a big “welcome” mat.

After a while Ri tearfully exclaimed “We can not, we must not dwell here!” And so we pushed on.
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We stopped at a place called Unfulfilled where a forest had failed and now lay skeletal and bone dry.
Storms swirled around, mostly for dramatic effect, as no relieving rain fell on the parched ground.

We next passed through Broken Dreams where hard work and good intentions have littered the lifeless
ground with failures. We imagined the initial thrill of the prospectors as they fired up their machinery
against all odds. Then we counted their bones now forlornly poking up from the deathly dry ground.

We talked about how that dead forest once had a life. The trees grew, perhaps struggling in this harsh
climate, but then things beyond their control changed and they failed. Now they fill a dual purpose –
to document those changes and also to remind us that we are ambulatory and if things change, we can
move on. And I am always fascinated by abandoned machinery. It seems the enormity of effort measured in units of energy - to mine and melt and form and transport the metal parts of the machines
is all still right there, ready to be salvaged. I could probably have a yard full of this type of relic.
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We next looked for a place called Helpless but couldn’t find it. I guess there’s really no such place.
After passing through all the circles of Hell on our descent, including Dante’s View, we finally arrived
at Depression and we faced it. Ever the optimist, I found beauty even there in Depression with
geologic processes patterning the salt. The white expanse and the crunching salt underfoot took me
back to arctic climes befuddling my senses in 100+ degree heat. But that’s not why we were there.
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We tasted the saltiness, the awful bitterness, in the air, and felt the atmospheric weight of hopelessness
at the very bottom of our world. Ri writhed upon the desolate ground for several days, then dug a hole
and buried something. “Time to go” she said.

A rosy glow had formed on the horizon, showing us the way. “It’s all up hill from here” we said.
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After facing Depression, boils grew on our skin as the built up toxins inside us bubbled to the surface.
It was impossible to wear clothes. (No pictures of that though. Too gross! The boils I mean.)
Walking naked in the desert our soft skin contrasted sharply with the hostile environment, all
rockscape and shifting sand dunes. We contemplated art and beauty and the human form and, even
though it might seem we were in the wrong place, how very much integral parts we are of nature.

Everywhere we looked we saw beauty in that fiercely awful place. Sometimes color was the dominant
element…..

and sometimes texture. It was all lovely and pleasing.
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One day as we wandered upward, we sought shelter from the sun in what appeared from afar to be a
defile narrow and deep enough to provide some shade.

,
and upon entering we came unto a green and lush Eden. Chirping birds, hopping frogs, burbling water.
And, at the head of the canyon, a waterfall of cool, fresh water! Our whoops echoed off canyon walls.
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Of all the visitors to that glen, few but Ri would have noticed the abundant watercress everywhere, and
she set about harvesting several bagfuls and fashioned a signature salad.

Here in this baking hell, we had let ourselves be carried along to a cool, lush spot where water runs all
year and the life forms must surely be unique. We named that place Darwin Falls.
Refreshed and still smacking our lips from the tart and tangy watercress, we were passed in a rush by
bicycle racers furiously pedaling in the fantastic heat, massive thunderheads still forming in the now
blue sky, but no relieving water reaching the ground.
At first we thought “what fools!” but then we were humbled as they quickly disappeared at high
velocity, and finally we were inspired by the cyclists’ superhuman efforts, and we promised ourselves
that we too would get into such shape as to endure such hardship and exertion.
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Our mood now elevated, we finished the climb out of Depression.
Where to next? After some thought, we decided to visit the oldest trees in the world, to ask them what
the meaning of life is. The ancient forest where these methuseli dwell is high up in a waterless place
north of Death Valley in the White Mountains, where nothing else survives, and it is guarded by
gnarled giants.

They trumpeted, growled, said Ahem! and gave us these looks as we dodged them to enter their realm.
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We bowed and scraped in front of the oldest looking trees and asked them the question, and the trees’
limbs pointed the way deeper into the forest,

until we found high on a soilless outcrop, the oldest tree, one who had witnessed over 4,000 years of
earth’s history. Sitting at its feet we focused hard on the question.
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Time passed. The sun set. In the dark we awaited an answer, and eventually we discerned a gravelly
voice mixed in with the wind whispering to us. “You have come in search of the reason for your
being?” Yes, we tremulously replied. A long pause. “I sense that one amongst you is a female of
your species.” Ummm. Yes we said. “Have her disrobe and approach me!” commanded the tree. In
the bitter cold, as a pale green moon shone in a blood red sky, Ri hesitated and looked at me like oh
boy, one of your stupid tricks I suppose, but I protested and reminded her of how far we’d come and
how important this was and she eventually complied.
“Touchhh meee” moaned the swaying tree.
This is too weird Ri said, but we had come all this way, so…

I think this tree is growing! she exclaimed, and with that the tree showered us in bristlecones and then
went silent.
“That’s it?” we asked, shivering in the bitter cold? No answer. We thought perhaps we heard the faint
sound of snoring. Good grief, the secret to life is a naughty old tree getting his acorns off!?! But after
gathering some cones, dawn broke and we contemplated the deeper meaning about the urge to
procreate and how it can explain so much of human actions.
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On the way out of the forest, we came across one of the ancients instructing it’s offspring to “Stand up
straight!” and advising junior not to look so sorry - that he too can get big one day if he tries.
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A little disappointed that the meaning of our lives might be no different than a tree’s, according to the
trees anyway, we figured perhaps where there was an absence of trees would be a better place to look
for the answer. So we went to a treeless place to ask the question, a place so high and dry, the road
there just goes on and on and on until the lack of oxygen caused our vehicle to stop.

We continued by foot, until we too could go no further in the numbing cold. There was nothing there
but the wind, the cold, the startling blue sky, and some hardy shrubs hugging the ground. My kind of
place really, I thought, up here at 12,000+ feet. No one can sneak up on you in a place like this.
Why am I so comfy in such a place? What is it about this peri-glacial type environment that is so
appealing? Something in my genes? A few tens of thousands of years living on the edge of retreating
glaciers where all is a jumble of rocks?
And what is it
about these
lovely rocks
which make me
want to build
something?
And why did Ri
so unerringly
identify that
watercress and
fearlessly harvest
it for our
consumption? Is
it all inherited?
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While we pondered, a storm came up, and although we were in the storm, and our hair stood on end in
the charged atmosphere, no rain fell where we were, just that same old virga we’d been experiencing
for weeks. Then we realized there actually was something else up there, something dramatic - a view
across a wide valley of even taller mountains which were generating their own weather and where rain
was surely falling onto the ground. (zoom in on this pic. there’s a lot going on.)

Breaking out our binocs we noted signs of solid water in them thar mountains, and so late in the year.
Snowpack in
October?
Generating its own
weather? That must
be a special place
where we might find
that most precious of
commodities – water
– in abundance.
There, there, to those
mountains, that is
where we must go
next!
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On the way to our new found objective, Ri complained about having to do everything in high heels, so
I got her some hiking boots. She appreciated the fact that the high boots kept the pebbles out and
provided some ankle support. And I liked the way they looked.

As we got closer to the mysterious mountains we were certain we were on the right track, glimpsing an
alpine heaven up those steep valleys singing its siren song to us.
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Upon arriving at our destination, and after having baked in a waterless hell for so long, we were in
heaven. Water, and all that comes with it, like reflections, was indeed there in abundance.

There was also Fall foliage at its peak.
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And tumbling streams too numerous to count.

We gamboled each day, and after exhausting ourselves on the sacred terrain, in the evenings we
entered trances as we looked deep into the flames for answers.

And we planned future
trips with Aibor, who
loves the outdoors, and
our grandson Gavin,
who we will teach to
appreciate, and to thrive
in, nature, as we do.

And all was right in the world.
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As we cavorted however, the weather continued to build

until, quite suddenly, winter set in. One morning it looked like this……
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and the very next morning it looked like this - a winter wonderland….. except…..

that’s me looking concerned. We had awoke to an odd silence in a tent on the verge of dripping from a
thousand points. Leaping out I scraped all the snow off the tent and away from the base so we could
get some ventilation. But the snow was coming down fast and within a short time we were covered in
snow and water started to condense inside again. And our old GoreTex was failing us. I was soaked
through everywhere. A mountaineer’s worst fear – we were getting wet and it was getting colder!
Knowing that this storm would
almost certainly be followed by
colder air and terrible winds I
entered the tent to discuss our
options, but the decision had
already been made. Ri was all
packed and dressed and had a look
on her face that clearly said she had
chosen flight over fight and
wouldn’t be considering any other
options, other than perhaps
homicide if I didn’t immediately
concur. So we beat a ragged retreat
instead of hunkering down. Our
“bombproof” tent, upon which we
often bet our lives, looked so puny,
deflated there on the ground as we
broke camp.
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The truck had no heat and the driving conditions were perilous, and after comically driving like Ace
ventura with heads out windows, we fell back on experience knowing that without a working defroster
it’s best to shut it off, open the windows and equalize the temperatures inside and out.

On the subject of stuff, travelling as we were with pickup truck support, it was easy to bring along too
much non-essential stuff, here all unceremoniously dumped into the truck during our rout. What
doesn’t show here is the extra layer of crap in the truck which hadn’t even been used at this campsite,
now frozen into a hard mass.
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So, we found a cabin in the
woods, replete with wood already
split for the stove and we piled in,
cold and wet.
For those of our friends who live
in places where there is winter,
please bear with us as this was the
first winter we experienced in
decades. Winter, with icicles,
was a season long not
experienced.
We fired up the stove, dried out
our equipment and scoffed at the
cold. What luxury!
This time when we looked into
the fire, which was now saving
our bacon as opposed to helping
us think, we saw the obvious
truths – that wood burns and
water runs downhill. What more
do we really need to know?
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Flight had been the right choice. As the skies cleared in the following days, we could see the fierce
winds whipping up snow at higher elevations which gently fell a second time on our new location.

We burned wood like there was no tomorrow and looked out from the safety of Cabin #12.
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Just prior to winter challenging us, we had noticed people engaged in a certain activity on the lakes and
streams around Rock Creek. If you look at the following pictures, once you get over the scenery, you
can zoom in on the people in the pix. They are using different methods and equipment, but they are all
doing the same thing - fishing for the abundant fishes which teem there. From the shore….

and from a canoe…(see the ripples from rising fish in these two pix?)
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and by wading.

Fishing. We said the word a number of times. Of course! Ri loves to eat fish, and she loves to cook –
fishing is the missing element. We eagerly started doing it, even though the weather had closed in
again. And even though, like most fisherpersons, we ended up only wet and discouraged
we had found a meaning to life – certainly not the
meaning – but a meaning, or a metaphor for us – a
pursuit we could put a word to - fishing. Not
commercial fishing, or even catching fish, really, but
the act of fishing in search of a “catch” while tuning
into nature which one must do to be in the right
place at the right time, and to be properly equipped.
And the right place is usually a fantastically
beautiful place with mist rising off a lake’s surface,
fresh snow on surrounding peaks, reflections, fall
colors, fish jumping. Ahhhh the meditative quality
of quietly watching concentric circles grow and
dissipate on a still lake. And, in a general sense,
shouldn’t it be that the further you get away from
civilization the better the fishing, the tastier the fish?
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And so we fished. Here’s Ri fishing with a pole.

And here I am fishing with my camera, looking for a catch, maybe even a trophy.
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And so the adventure has begun. Bailing out, facing Depression, searching for the meaning of life,
undertaking a quest and finding a purpose. It all unfolded naturally.
Along the way we saw virga, lots of virga in that oh-so-dry place.

We frolicked again in the snow and quietly contemplated the geometries in our tent’s construction.
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We chased rainbows, some of the most brilliant we have ever seen.

We dug furiously in the desert soil for pots of gold, but the ends of the rainbows kept slipping away.
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We watched the sun rise

and the sun set every day.

We witnessed
the delicate
miracle of ice
crystals
forming as if
from thin air.
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We saw Fall’s showoff colors on aspen smacked down and buried in winter’s first snowfall.

We marveled at snowclad forests in the moonlight,
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and in dawn’s early light

and in bright light.
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We saw a place so damn scenic that hundreds of movies and commercials have been shot there.

We saw purple mountains’ majesty.
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We witnessed tempests

and idyllic alpine beauty.
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I captured an event which I can now put together with a 5-7-5 haiku written long ago.
Peaceful snow clad woods
startled by snapped bough. Crack! Swishhhhhhhhhhhh.
Then silence returns.
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At this writing, in the beginning of October, we are back in SB, ignoring the sign on Arri’s door,
briefly tending to some business which would not leave us alone, and finally facing the reality that we
must cut the umbilical to all this “office” stuff. To be without an office, a printer, a large table to work
on, my files to search for some scribble or other – banker boxes of files, a copier, a scanner, multiple
printers, boxes and boxes and boxes of different sized paper - this has been the most difficult ballast to
jettison. “Paperless office” – Ha! It’ll never happen.
Our adventure has begun. The wrenching separation from all our stuff and the abandonment of a
reliable roof, are behind us. We have (re)learned a lot in our brief foray into nature, like tents need
seam sealing, cotton kills, and GoreTex does eventually lose its ability to keep you dry.
From where will you hear from us next? Stay tuned…..

Lots of love and Best Wishes

Ri and Pete
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